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Andean Report

by Robert Morton

Terrorist operations chief arrested

in Lima and their arid and unimproved

The brains ojShining Path, Osman Morote, was captured. Like
most Shining Path controllers, he is an anthropologist.
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of Huanta, and rages out of control
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who fonn the bulk of the region's pop

Shining Path ideology are routinely

sought for years as an "intellectual au

ulation. Those myths of a resurrection
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thor" of the terrorists who have inflict

of an Indian empire are now employed
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ed more than 12,000 deaths on Peru

by Shining Path to exercise mind con

is to make sure economic develop

over the past eight years.
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trol over the Indian inhabitants and to

ment never takes place. Any factory
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or irrigation dam built in the region is
blown up. A civil engineer and his son

challenge their barbarism.
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because it is the part of Peru where

Huancayo. The next day, the police in

out any dynamite or weapons.

Western civilization is weakest. Its

Huancayo threatened to abandon their

Osman Morote, like most of those

university was founded in 1961, ex
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who control the Communist Party of

plicitly to act as "an agent of social

"Then we will not be responsible for

Peru-The Shining Path of Jose Car

change." It was funded mostly by
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los Mariategui-is an anthropologist.

Holland, Denmark, Canada, and the

lation." Police and local leaders are

He is, in fact, the son of anthropolo

United States.

shot in the back by terrorists every
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Any decent person who visited

sored Shining Path's creation. From

Ayacucho in the 1960s would agree
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the early 1960s until after Shining Path
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Morotes have is the image spread
abroad that the band's anthropologist

day.
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controllers and members are idealistic

sity in Ayacucho where it began. He

Over 75% of the people had not fin

revolutionaries. The Washington Post,

brought in Abimael Guzman to ex

ished even one year of school and were

for example, wrote June 4, "Shining

pound the Marxist gobbledy-gook that
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Path prides itself on the purity of its

French anthropologists concocted for

of school. Almost all the land was

Maoist ideology, and profiting from
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the drug trade goes sharply against the
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landlords who treated the peasants

ing Path's synthetic ideology is a cov
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Bishop Luis Bambaren, however,
refutes such myths. He declared June
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believed that the oligarchy was too
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